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ABSTRACT

With the fast growth of Internet and a new widespread interest in broadband networks, the unparalleled potential of Multi-Protocol Label Switching (MPLS) is leading to further research and development efforts. One of those areas of research is Path Protection Mechanism. An aim of our ongoing research is to take pragmatic approach to the "last mile" issue and provide a solution to improve resiliency primarily for 4G-LTE mobile networks by infrastructure sharing by making use of this mechanism between operators' backhaul networks. Most previous research on multiprotocol label switching (MPLS)/generalized MPLS (GMPLS) recovery management has focused on efficient routing or signaling methods from single failures. However, in this paper, we present a strategy by means of infrastructure sharing between operators considering sharing the backhaul network infrastructure to improve resiliency among the operators. The paper discusses about the resiliency mechanisms that are adapted in the backhaul network of the operators and henceforth concludes that despite the resiliency mechanisms, there are occasions when the network resources are not available for the end users which necessitates the need for sharing another operator’s backhaul, thus decreasing the overall unavailability time. This innovative solution offers significant advantages including fast recovery across multiple operators.
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1 INTRODUCTION

Mobile Network operators have been adapting to a classical approach such as to have an exclusive use of the wireless network resources such as spectrum, sites, transmission lines, backhaul network infrastructure, core networks, etc [1]. However, cell site sharing which was mostly due to the lack of site locations and environmental aspects has been widely adopted as form of passive sharing especially in rural areas. Recent developments show further expansion towards the concept of ‘resource sharing’ i.e. wider network infrastructure sharing and, as expected, spectrum sharing. Active sharing (e.g., Radio Access Network (RAN) sharing but not limited to this) has been already set up by operators in different ways (mostly in Europe due to the ease of political and regulatory issues) which includes 3G RAN sharing between T-Mobile & Hutchison 3 UK, Vodafone & Hutchison 3 Sweden, Orange & Vodafone Spain. It is considered seriously for the 3G deployments even in urban areas such as the small towns in Spain with a population range of 1000 and 25000 people, since it achieves, in addition to the passive sharing, roughly 43% saving in Capital Expenditure (CAPEX) and 49% in Operating Expenditure (OPEX) [2]. Besides, infrastructure sharing has a good impact on energy consumption which is primordial in emerging countries. Africa as a whole is characterized by a very low penetration rate of fixed networks (e.g., 0.7% in Senegal, 3% in Cameroon). By contrast, a significant and rising part of the population owns a mobile phone: 25% on average [3]. Both the rurality of the population and its insolvency acts as a brake upon prospective deployment of fixed infrastructure sharing.
infrastructures taking into account the huge investments necessary to install wired solutions. While satellite-based access solutions (VSAT) are too expensive to be deployed widely, a growing set of alternative technologies have emerged that raise hope for ambitious broadband access roll-outs through contained capital expenditure.

Now within this context, focusing towards emerging countries where operators are newly deploying their mobile network infrastructure, enhancing reach through the creation of infrastructure is the need of the hour. To maintain increased growth levels, the service providers need to push out to rural and remote areas. However, the capital costs for this are very formidable and are simply not addressable through the revenues currently generated. The ever falling tariffs and the resultant decline in Average Revenue Per User (ARPU) has become a serious area of concern for service providers in emerging countries. Declining ARPU leaves the service provider with lesser amount of re-investible funds for expansion of service, which otherwise could have been far more widespread by now. Hence, it is becoming an accepted practice for operators to share site locations and masts. There are also examples of sharing complete network operations. In emerging countries such as the sub-Saharan African countries like Kenya, Uganda, Nigeria etc. as well as the Eastern European countries, where the backhaul network connectivity is mostly based on microwave, it is undesirable for each cellular operator even if they were able to afford it, to replicate expensive telecom infrastructure to reach the subscribers in remote rural areas. Hence, they go for access network sharing where the same e-Node B is shared between operators.

Our solution is based on infrastructure sharing between operators where the backhaul networks of the operators is shared. The sharing scenarios are defined for two situations. The first one, at times where there is a failure in one of the sharing operators’ networks and the second one is at times where there is the traffic peak condition encountered. This allows mobile network operators to leverage on existing infrastructure to provide affordable and reliable services to urban as well as rural and remote consumers, especially to support the increasing data traffic due to broadband services. Infrastructure sharing is nevertheless equally important in the urban areas where the presence of 2 or 3 operators and a rapidly increasing mobile subscriber base for data and broadband services, is resulting in more and more investments for infrastructures being put up by each operator to cater to higher traffic requirements. This ultimately leads to the need for additional backhaul links. Traditionally backhaul networks have been acquainted with Ethernet cables, fiber, copper wires, microwave and other means of limited and expensive cabled infrastructures - each with its own advantages and disadvantages. Apart from sharing the equipments to reduce cost between operators and increasing coverage for customers, we define infrastructure sharing to be exploited to the next level of using it for resiliency purpose in which the backhaul network of the operators are shared. Our current proposed solution takes into account infrastructure sharing between microwave backhaul connectivity only taking into account the huge investments necessary to install wired solutions in emerging countries. Thus in this paper, the concept of backhaul network infrastructure sharing among the operators during peak traffic conditions or network failure situations is provided as an alternative for resiliency mechanisms. Current resiliency mechanisms are based on over-dimensioning and rerouting mechanisms that are mainly deployed on core networks but they cost too much for being largely deployed till the last-mile backhaul network compared to the probability of outage. Our solution paves a way for seamless connectivity even till the last mile without additional links. In order to provide a low cost alternative, the basic consideration for our solution requires prerequisites that do not exist today in LTE e-Node B implementations. Typically e-Node B should have atleast minimal IP support, which gives the ability to route the traffic via another operator backhaul network. With our solution, e-Node Bs are expected to behave as Provider Edge routers with minimal IP capabilities or a routing node, with full
IP capabilities. In addition to having the basic IP capabilities, the operators also must agree upon the resource allocation in the Service Level Agreements (SLAs) clearly. Hence, in this paper, the state of the art dealing with the problem characterization associated with the setbacks of the existing routing protocols and the use of resiliency mechanisms already adapted by the operators in order to backup their networks is clearly detailed.

The rest of the paper is structured as follows. Section II describes the problem characterization comprising the network availability problems, protection and restoration mechanisms and finally detailing about the backhaul architecture of mobile networks. This is followed by section III, where we have described resiliency by means of infrastructure sharing. Section IV presents our simulation results presenting the advantages of MPLS recovery over the existing recovery mechanisms. This is followed by the conclusion.

2 PROBLEMS CHARACTERIZATION

2.1 Network Availability

Network availability is defined as the ability of a network to deliver continuous operation without service interruption. In other words, it is the percentage of time during which the network is working properly and is able to provide services to its customers according to service level agreements (SLAs). In practical terms, it can be concluded that, the higher is the network availability, the better. Usual desired values, depending on service requirements, range from 99,99% to 99,999% (the latter is often called “five nines” and is considered the ultimate availability). Network can be impacted by failures, which cause network downtime and thus decrease the availability or increase the unavailability, usually measured in number of minutes per year during which the network is not fully available. The reliability of each network functional block (e.g. a link, a node, a linecard within a node, SFP module on a linecard, etc.) is characterized by a parameter called MTBF - Mean Time Between Failures. MTBF values for network equipment are usually provided by equipment vendors. MTBF for links can be assessed based on statistical data (e.g. the chance of a fiber cut calculated by taking into account all fiber cuts that affected a certain network in a certain period of time). When a failure occurs and the network becomes unavailable, a repair action is required to bring the network back to a fully functional state. The repair process takes some time, during which the network remains unavailable. Depending on the type of the failed functional block, repair times may vary (e.g. a fiber cut is much more difficult to repair than a failed linecard). Therefore, each type of failure can be assigned with an MTTR (Mean Time To Repair) value, based e.g. on statistics gathered during the actual network operation. Availability of a network segment or a whole network can be evaluated using different models, which usually take into account MTBF and MTTR of each functional block in the network. If the results of such analysis are not satisfactory, the availability of the network can be increased by using automated recovery mechanisms. Such mechanisms allow for quick network failover, so they decrease the network repair time and increase its availability. The table below points out some standard MTTR based on French Networks.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Elements</th>
<th>MTTR (in hours)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Optical fibre/ Copper Cable</td>
<td>14</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ODF/CDF</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DU/Node B</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hardware/ IDU</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

They are dependent of the maintenance logistics applied to the local network context conditions (geography, location of the spares) and can vary in function of the local network context specificities, consequently. Moreover, MTTR for urban and rural area can be also dissociated. As a matter of fact, every operator establishes their own set of different
resiliency mechanism at every relevant layer (namely datalink, transport, logical IP) of the network to protect the network from failures. An important concept used to describe automated recovery mechanisms is the recovery cycle. It describes the phases of a recovery process and timing associated with those phases. A generic network recovery cycle is shown in fig. 1 below.

This time is referred to as recovery operation time (not to be confused with the total recovery time). For example, this time can include the exchange of messages between the different nodes involved in the recovery action to coordinate the operation. After the recovery operation finishes, it can take some time until the traffic reaches its destination over the recovery path. This traffic recovery time may depend e.g. on the propagation delay along the recovery path or the location of the fault within a network. All time spans mentioned above account for the total recovery time that passes between a failure and full traffic recovery. The total recovery time may vary depending on different factors, like the recovery mechanism used the topology of the network (in case of segment or network-wide mechanisms), etc. For a given mechanism some components of the recovery time may be zero. For example, if the node that detects the fault is the node responsible for repair action, the fault notification time is negligible. However, all of these prove that the existing resiliency mechanisms adapted by operators still prove to have their own downtimes and hence this led to the primary consideration to propose to share the backhaul network infrastructure with other operators under network failure conditions. The availability of the network can be increased by sharing or using the backhaul network infrastructure of the other operator with whom the sharing policy is concluded. Such mechanisms allow for quick network failover.

2.2 Protection and Restoration

In general, recovery mechanisms can be divided into two main categories: protection mechanisms and restoration mechanisms. The difference between those two is in the way the resources used for traffic recovery are allocated. With protection mechanisms the recovery path is calculated and signaled (or configured) before the failure. Restoration mechanisms do not have any pre-signal or pre-provisioned recovery resources prior to the failure, so they have to set up the recovery path after the failure occurs. This difference is reflected in the
total recovery time of protection and restoration mechanisms. In case of protection mechanisms the recovery operation time is minimized (sometimes even negligible), whereas in case of restoration mechanisms it can be a significant component of the total recovery time, especially with network-wide recovery mechanisms in larger networks. The drawback of protection mechanisms is that they may require a significant amount of network resources (control plane resources, such as established PWs or LSPs, and forwarding plane resources, i.e. the actual use of network bandwidth) for the recovery purposes. Another disadvantage of protection mechanisms is their lower flexibility – restoration mechanisms can dynamically react to any failure in the network.

### 2.3 Recovery in Mobile Backhaul Networks

A mobile backhaul network transports several different types of traffic flows. They are User Plane, Control Plane and Management Plane. Each type of flow has different requirements in terms of bandwidth, packet loss rate, maximum delay, delay variation, etc., based on the mobile service carried by a particular flow. Flows also have different requirements in terms of High availability (HA). The HA requirements (e.g. the maximum service unavailability in minutes per year) of each mobile service are evaluated based on the impact of network failures and their duration on the service (i.e. service interruption time), mainly from the user experience perspective. If the results of unavailability analysis performed on the network show that high availability requirements of a certain service (or services) are not met, recovery mechanisms can be implemented to protect the traffic flows carrying those sensitive services. Recovery mechanisms working in lower layers (physical layer or data link layer) usually protect all traffic flows carried by the protected resource. In higher layers however it may be possible to implement recovery mechanisms only for a particular type of traffic flow, while leaving the less sensitive traffic unprotected. This can reduce the amount of backup resources (control plane and/or forwarding plane) required in the network if protection mechanisms are used (as opposed to restoration mechanisms).

### 2.4 Recovery Domains

In order to properly discuss recovery mechanisms in mobile backhaul networks, we have defined several recovery domains. They are shown in fig. 2 below.

![Figure 2. Recovery Domains in Mobile Backhaul Network](image)

Recovery domains can map both to physical segments of the network (e.g. single link, L2 segment, etc.) and to operational segments (parts of the network managed by a single operational team). The main distinction is made between two operational network domains, usually managed by different teams, especially in larger mobile networks: Service (RAN) and Transport. The Service domain covers all recovery mechanisms that involve the RAN equipment, whereas the Transport domain covers recovery mechanisms working within the mobile backhaul network. Service domain is further divided into two sub-domains. The Service Access where connection between
RAN equipment and transport equipment is established and the Service End-to-End where end-to-end traffic flows carrying mobile services between RAN nodes. Transport domain is further divided into three sub-domains. The Transport Link where single physical link is established between two transport nodes (e.g. optical GE link between CSG and MASG). The Transport Segment where a segment is established within the transport network (e.g. MASGs in the Middle Mile network interconnected with SDH MW or an EMS cloud between base station and PoC). The Transport End-to-End where an end-to-end path through the transport network is established (between transport equipment at the cell site and transport equipment at the RNC site). Recovery mechanisms working in adjacent network segments can co-operate in order to provide end-to-end recovery capabilities. This cooperation can be performed within the same recovery domain (e.g. two different MPLS transport layer recovery mechanisms cooperating within a single transport network) or between different domains (e.g. MPLS service layer mechanism in the transport end-to-end domain cooperating with a data-link layer mechanism working in the service access domain). We take this to further explore our solution that is based on MPLS for backhaul infrastructure sharing between operators.

3 RESILIENCY SOLUTION BASED ON INFRASTRUCTURE SHARING

Current resiliency mechanisms are based on over-dimensioning and re-routing mechanisms that are mainly deployed on core networks but they cost too much for being largely deployed till the last-mile backhaul network compared to the probability of outage. Our solution paves a way for seamless connectivity even till the last mile without additional links. In order to provide a low cost alternative, the basic consideration for our solution requires prerequisites that do not exist today in LTE e-Node B implementations. Typically e-Node B should have atleast minimal IP support, which gives the ability to route the traffic via another operator backhaul network. With our solution, e-Node Bs are expected to behave as Provider Edge routers with minimal IP capabilities or a routing node, with full IP capabilities. In addition to having the basic IP capabilities, the operators also must agree upon the resource allocation in the Service Level Agreements (SLAs) clearly. The preliminary pre-requisite for backhaul network sharing is the ability of the e-Node B to route the traffic via another operator backhaul network, thus sharing of backhaul network infrastructure. It is a non-negotiable concern that until now, there are only limited research results that show the way for dynamically routing resources between operators when they share their network. i.e. when two operators share their network including sharing their backhaul network infrastructure and when either one of the operator’s link fail, there is no mechanism that defines how the traffic density has to be re-routed via the other operators available link based on transmission metrics, yet with meaningful energy savings. Our scenarios for backhaul network sharing essentially require that the e-Node B is capable of detecting fault in a link on its own network and automatically routing the traffic towards another operator backhaul network with whom the sharing agreement is signed. To do this, the need to consider several routing protocols for the backhaul of LTE-EPC architecture arose. Therefore, it becomes self-explanatory that the choice of protocol here is either a connection-oriented or connection-less protocol. Cooperative wireless access networks [4] employing connection-less packet forwarding techniques is a burgeoning field of research. As opposed to the approach in which each terminal autonomously transmits to the access point or base station, cooperative communications assume that multiple terminals or relays collaborate to improve the overall effectiveness of the network. Cooperative access networks, when combined with appropriate coding techniques [5], can be used improve the robustness of communications thanks to the increased diversity [6], [7]. The cooperation can take different forms. It can bee among peers, such as in [8], [9], or using fixed dedicated relays [10], [11]. In both cases, it is necessary that the two devices willing to cooperate are in each other’s
transmission range. If the nodes, relays and base stations belong to several different access networks (operated by different providers), the opportunities for collaboration are greatly diminished. Nevertheless, mobile operators are reluctant to base their mobile backhaul network on connection-less packet networks. The concern is that connection-less networks will not be capable of providing the levels of quality and reliability necessary to support voice services. Connection-less packet networks also demand new operational procedures and re-training of staff. Hence the dilemma facing mobile operators: the demands of future services are best met using a packet-based network, but connection-less packet networks could affect existing revenue-generating voice services. However with the introduction of connection-oriented packet networks, there is a possibility of solving this dilemma.

Therefore, in this paper, we present a migration plan using connection-oriented packet transport IP/MPLS [12] solution, which provides a path to a fully packet based network with the levels of quality and reliability that can support both existing and future services. However, it has to be noted that the routing protocol that is decided to be adapted on the backhaul network infrastructure has to be compatible with the rest of the operators who agreed to share the infrastructure, since we are dealing with protocols that has to handle network sharing scenarios, i.e. both the operators must agree upon the same protocol (IP/MPLS) to be used on their backhaul network. With 3GPPs focus towards making an all-IP architecture, enabling e-node Bs with IP capability seems to be very feasible in the near future.

From our previous conclusions, the choice of the routing protocol for the backhaul network infrastructure is decided to be IP/MPLS. Hence, every e-Node B and every router within the backhaul architecture has to be implemented with IP/MPLS capability, thus capable of detecting the failure of delivery of packets by Time to Leave (TTL) value defined in the MPLS packet format and thereby forwarding the packets to the adjacent e-Node B of another operator. Here, the e-Node B does not choose to forward the packet to another neighboring e-Node B of its own operator. This is to minimize and avoid the peer-to-peer links between e-Node Bs of the same operator and thus reducing the number of additional links for resiliency. This is depicted in fig. 3 and fig. 4 that represents a scenario when the last-mile link in operator A fails.

![Figure 3. Link Failure in Operator B last mile backhaul network which is a chain topology by default](image)

Thus, the operators who agree to share the network infrastructure must also agree upon deploying the same routing protocol, i.e. IP/MPLS in their networks.
Figure 4. Backhaul Network sharing between operators resulting in a ring topology (Thanks to e-Node B’s forwarding capability)

As per the LTE network architecture specification [13], the e-Node B establishes S1 and X2 interfaces. The S1 interface terminates on the anchor point Gateway (aGW). The X2 interface runs between e-Node Bs and is used for neighbor discovery, handovers and cell optimization. Each e-Node B needs to be able to communicate with its direct neighbors. Based on LTE ongoing standardization and implementation, the S1 and X2 interfaces will be based on IP over Ethernet [14]. Taking advantage of this IP capability, we establish the two fundamental connections in the mobile backhaul network. One is the point-to-point connection between the transport equipment connecting the cell sites and the transport equipment connecting the central sites for transporting S1. Also, S1 interface of the operator A has a point-to-point connection with the transport equipment connecting the central sites of operator B and vice versa for the other operator as a result of the backhaul network sharing agreement. The other one is the point-to-point connection between the transport equipments/interfaces connecting two e-Node Bs for transporting X2. Now incorporating IP/MPLS protocol within the backhaul network of the LTE architecture, the Label Switched Paths (LSP) and Pseudo Wire (PW) are established using static provisioning. The e-Node Bs serve as Provider Edges (PEs). LSPs are established by the network operator here in this scenario for backhaul network sharing purpose between them, such as to create network-based IP virtual private networks and also to route traffic along specified paths through the network inorder to differentiate between the operators. When a labeled packet from operator B is received by an MPLS router of operator A, the topmost label is examined. Based on the contents of the label, the packet is routed along the specified path designated for operator B. Routers can have prebuilt lookup tables that tell them which path to take based on the topmost label of the incoming packet so they can process the packet very quickly. Since the path is setup statically, it is much easier to plan the network, because at any given time, operator can view the overall network usage and based on this information can expand the network in much more predictable and efficient manner. In addition, every LSP/PW connection is bi-directional, which means both forward and return path will traverse through the same set of MPLS-TP nodes. This function is also referred to as deterministic data plane. This function allows operators to not only troubleshoot the network with confidence but also that the operators can identify the troublesome parts of the network before the actual problem really happens.

The advantages of adapting to a solution based on this scenario are
- The main advantage being that the solution is simple technically.
- The user traffic coming to e-Node B effectively utilizes the capacity on both the operators’ backhaul network resource, i.e. network resource of its own backhaul and network resource of the sharing operator.
- The operators do not have to take care or even pay attention to the traffic of the sharing operator that flows through their own backhaul network infrastructure after the provisioning.
- Since, they only “share” their available bandwidth with the other operator and not really provision with any additional links, this kind of
sharing does not incur any additional cost to operators.

- The operators have the liberty to choose to prioritize the type of traffic that he would want to flow in the sharing backhaul bandwidth. Even better is, the operator can nonetheless care about the traffic priorities and just re-route a part of its own traffic in the shared bandwidth even at times when there is no failure in its own network.

- Traffic prioritization and service differentiation is not necessary (at times when there is no failure in their own network) considering this situation since the operators are given complete liberty with the additional bandwidth they are allocated by the sharing operator.

However, the drawbacks are

- Ratio needs to be defined effectively because it may be difficult to ensure contracts on quality (e.g., delay, jitter, loss rate, availability) and availability.

- An operator may pay for a backhaul network having good quality and another operator may benefit of that without needing to invest in a backhaul network having the same quality for the benefit of the other operator. But, this situation already exists in the traditional active infrastructure sharing, which is always considered a “Contract or SLA issue”

- The operators still could monitor the traffic flows of each other, if they wanted to. But, this could be forbended strictly by mentioning in the SLA.

4 SIMULATION RESULTS

4.1 MPLS Recovery

As described in the previous section, our approach for backhaul sharing under network failure conditions is based on IP/MPLS. There are several approaches for MPLS recovery. Some of them are centralized, other are distributed. The centralized approaches are known as global recovery and the distributed approaches are known as local recovery, e.g. Makam approach [15], [16], [17], [18], [19]. The main difference between the global and local recovery is determined by the way they handle the recovery of the MPLS network. When using local recovery, the recovery path selection or switching is done by the nearest to the point of failure upstream Label Switch Router or LSR. If global recovery is used, the alternative backup path selection is done by so called Protection Switch LSR or PSL. In most of the cases the implementation of the local recovery ensures fast response time in the case of link or node failure but is characterized with considerable amount of management load in order to achieve good results. The usage of the global recovery ensures that the whole path is protected thus overcoming potential link or nodes outages. This is really a very good advantage but from the other hand in order the global recovery to function correctly the PLS needs to be informed when a failure occurs. This PLS failure notification is necessary in order the PLS to start to perform its recovery actions. There are different approaches for implementing global recovery. In [20] is described a directory based approach which claims to offer fast notification of the MPLS LSP failures thus allowing good response time when switching to the backup LSPs. Some of the disadvantages of the described model are lack of tools for initial modeling and integrated simulation of the MPLS network and using non native programming technologies for extending the functionality of the existing MPLS nodes. The initial MPLS network model is created using the OPNET Modeler which is characterized with broad range of modeling functionality with full MPLS capabilities. The choice of the OPNET Modeler is determined by the fact that offers fully integrated environment for network modeling and simulation which allows for focusing on the model optimization and improvements and not on the model creation. Thus, our choice of simulation is also based on OPNET modeler for evaluate our results.

4.2 Traffic Engineering with Dynamic LSPs

Traffic engineering can be made with static or dynamic Label Switched Paths (LSPs). The goal for
this scenario is to practice Traffic Engineering using dynamic LSPs. Dynamic LSPs can be set up using CR-LDP or RSVP. They can use bandwidth reservation to support traffic constraints. They differ in RSVP. RSVP sends periodic refresh messages to maintain the LSPs whereas CR-LDP does not. To find the path that LSPs will use routing protocols are used. There are two options, use IGP (Interior Gateway Protocol) or CSPF (Constrained Short Path First). If a LSP is setup using IGP you cannot do traffic engineering with dynamic LSP because constraints are not take into account. Fig. 5 is the simulated scenario. There are several conversations and the MPLS deployment was carried out using “Configure LSPs from Traffic Conversation Pairs.” A dynamic LSP is created for every conversation pair, these LSPs are created from the ingress LER to the egress LER without any strict node between. In this way Traffic Engineering cannot be implemented because, if CSPF is used, the only effect is that the LSP cannot tear up. If the LSP cannot be tear up the traffic is forwarded using IP forwarding. So the traffic is forwarded in the same path that uses the dynamic LSP (that is because there are no strict nodes between the ingress LER and Egress LER) so congestions and delays will happen.

However if there isn’t congestion the forwarding paradigm using MPLS is better than the standard IP forwarding that’s shown in fig. 6.

Fig. 7 shows a LSP configured with a traffic trunk profiles that discards the traffic out of the profile. The traffic delay is better than without MPLS (but the reason is the discarding of the packets) so it is not an advantage.
The conclusion is that if you want to do traffic engineering you must configure some strict node and you can use OPNET simulator to view the effects of this new configuration previously to deploy in your production network.

4.2 Failure Recovery

The goal for this scenario is to demonstrate that MPLS failure recovery is very effective since our approach is based on MPLS recovery between operators who share their backhaul. This scenario will compare two protocols, RIP and MPLS, and its failure recovery response. The traffic was modeled in an event mode to obtain more accurate results. Failures were configured “randomly”, in fact failures are configured in the middle of the RIP update timer. In fig. 8, it is shown the network topology without LSPs and in fig. 9, the results of simulation. In fig. 10 there are a few seconds (about 15 seconds) where no traffic is forwarded to destination, and traffic is forwarded through secondary route although the primary route is recovery until the secondary route fails.

In fig. 10 is shown that recovery is done in a few millisecond and when the primary path is recovered preempt and the traffic is routed again through the primary path. When the secondary path fails, the traffic doesn’t realize it. All of this accomplish configuring a backup LSP through the secondary route, this type of protection is known as end-to-end protection. Our simulation results are restricted to only this LSP protection scheme, since in OPNET
8.0 this is the only LSP protection scheme available.

The traffic configured was UDP because if TCP is used TCP acknowledges can be drop and traffic flow would be affected. The other effect arises when the secondary route fails. This affects the primary route because the acknowledges were routed through the secondary path. If TCP traffic is used it is recommended to meet protection in both directions. These studies shown that MPLS can offer multiples items that help to increase the performance of a network like Traffic Engineering and Failure recovery.

5 CONCLUSION

As the mobile communications sector continues its relentless expansion with more subscribers and more advanced services generating ever-greater volumes of traffic, operators must invest in their infrastructure to provide the bandwidth to meet demand. Network congestion or mobbing and traffic overloading is resource-sharing problem, which will upswing whenever resources are not enough to meet users demands. The LTE/EPC evolution is an evolution towards an all-IP architecture and will fundamentally change how mobile backhaul networks are built in the future. The availability of ethernet-enabled e-Node Bs and the evolution towards LTE/EPC pushes IP awareness further into the edge of the mobile network. Mobile operators are beginning to view these backhaul networks like carrier ethernet environments offering multiple concurrent services. In this article, we have presented a simple model for resilience, which enables various recovery mechanisms in an MPLS/GMPLS framework between operators who agree to share their backhaul networks. We have derived the conditions to test the availability of backup paths that satisfy the resilience constraint for a general mesh-type MPLS/GMPLS network with an arbitrary configuration. Simulation results show that the MPLS based recovery mechanism provides faster service recovery time and better blocking probability than the conventional rerouting mechanism of IETF standards. With all these factors leading to the consideration of maintaining QoS, which essentially has become an important aspect in the networks mostly by the increased usage of real-time communications in many production networks. The level of recovery directly affects the service level (data loss and recovery time) provided to end users in the event of a network failure. There is a correlation between the level of recovery provided and the cost to the network. The growing demand for QoS has led to significant innovations and improvements on the traditional best effort IP networks. Technologies such as MPLS provide important advantages over the classical hop-by-hop routing decision processes. The ability of MPLS to apply equally well to various layer 1 technologies, including Wave Division Multiplexing (WDM), makes this technology a strong contender for current leading edge and future networks. Furthermore, due to its label switching architecture, MPLS can provide very fast recovery mechanism complementing existing lower layer protection schemes. The development of new techniques to provide path protection at the MPLS layer will certainly continue. Simulation results show recovery times of a few milliseconds which displays the potential for this proposed solution for MPLS inter-domain protection. With backhaul network infrastructure sharing, the cost reductions will lead to a reduction of business risk for the involved operators. The cost and energy reduction in this
scenario is of a similar magnitude, since more traffic can be served with the same equipment before additional sites are needed. With all these in mind, backhaul network infrastructure sharing could be one of the problem solvers to tackle the issue of restoring network failures or undermining peak traffic problems.
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